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We propose an efficient planar all-Si internal photoemission photodetector operating
at the telecommunication wavelength of 1550 nm and numerically investigate its opti-
cal and electrical properties. The proposed polarization-sensitive detector is composed
of an appropriately engineered subwavelength grating structure topped with a silicide
layer of nanometers thickness as an absorbing material. It is shown that a nearly-
perfect light absorption is possible for the thin silicide layer by its integration to the
grating resonator. The absorption is shown to be maximized when the critical coupling
condition is satisfied. Simulations show that the external quantum efficiency of the pro-
posed photodetector with a 2-nm-thick PtSi absorbing layer at the center wavelength
of 1550 nm can reach up to ∼60%. © 2017 Author(s). All article content, except where
otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4995700
Silicon (Si) photonics have been considered as a promising pathway to realize low-cost integra-
tion of photonic devices with electronics, particularly for optical communication applications, thanks
to the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatibility.1 In optical communication
systems, a photodetector (PD) is an essential building block device, and for Si photonics it needs to be
integrated into a Si wafer by using CMOS-compatible processes. Although Si-based PDs have been
widely used for visible light wavelength range (0.4 to 0.7 µm), they can not be simply employed for
communication wavelength range (1.3 to 1.6 µm), since the photon’s energy in the communication
wavelengths is smaller than Si bandgap energy Eg of 1.1 eV. Several approaches have been suggested
for making a Si-based PD in the communication wavelength range, including hybrid integration of
either III-V materials or Ge into Si using a wafer-bonding technique,2–4 growth of Ge on Si,5,6 and
the use of internal photoemission effect (IPE) based on a Schottky barrier.7–11 In the last approach,
employing a metallic silicide layer with nanometer thickness adjacent to Si forms a Schottky barrier
of height φB at the metal-Si interface. At this interface, the photons with energy hν (h and ν are the
Planck constant and photon frequency) in the range of φB < hν < Eg are absorbed in the silicide layer
and can overcome the Schottky barrier φB, being collected at an external contact connected to the
Si layer.
For PDs, one of the most important specifications is the external quantum efficiency ηe, which
is given by ηe = Aηi. Here, the optical absorption efficiency A measures the ratio of incident pho-
tons turning into photo-carriers in the absorbing layer and the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) ηi
measures the ratio of the photo-carriers arriving at an external contact.9 Thus, for achieving a high
a Corresponding author: alitag@fotonik.dtu.dk
b The first and second authors have contributed equally to this work.
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external quantum efficiency, both the absorption and the IQE should be maximized. For an IPE-based
PD, the IQE can be enhanced by thinning down the silicide layer far below the carriers mean free
path.7,12 This makes more photo-carriers arriving at the Si layer before being scattered in the silicide
layer.10,13 However, this approach may lead to a significant reduction in the optical absorption effi-
ciency. To enhance the optical absorption efficiency as well as the IQE, one can integrate the IPE-PD
into a resonator structure such as a microring resonator14 or a Fabry-Perot cavity.15
To tackle these challenges, here we propose a CMOS-compatible PD structure, based on
the Schottky-barrier IPE and a recently-suggested subwavelength grating resonator. As illustrated
schematically in Fig. 1(a), the proposed PD structure consists of a silicide layer, a p-doped Si layer
referred to as the cap layer, and a Si grating layer. The cap layer and grating layer form a hybrid
grating (HG) resonator, which allows for almost complete absorption as shown below. The HG is a
variant of the high-contrast grating (HCG)16–18 and has an un-patterned cap layer on top of a near-
subwavelength grating layer.19–21 It has been shown that HGs can provide extraordinary properties
including high quality-factors (Q>107)19 and high reflectivity (>99%) over a broad bandwidth.20
As an important feature, HG-based lasers and photodetectors facilitate the fabrication process com-
pared to HCG-based ones.4,19 Although the HG is usually comprised of two different materials such
as Si for the grating and InP for the cap layer,4,19,20 both the grating and cap layer are made of the
same material (Si) in this work. Furthermore, the unit-cell of grating is engineered in order to obtain
100% absorption at the desired wavelength. Since the HG properties depend on the light polariza-
tion,19,20 the proposed PD can detect the light with a specific polarization, which may be useful
for communication applications. Moreover, by employing a two-dimensional grating structure,22 a
polarization-insensitive PD can be designed similarly. In our earlier work,10 we have proposed an
IPE-based PD structure using a microring resonator. This structure requires deposition of a silicide
layer on a selected part of ring sidewall, which is not a feasible process. The proposed structure of
this work does not require this non-planar process and is more compact. Furthermore, the light can
easily be coupled to the suggested PD from the free space in the surface-normal direction, which is
challenging for the microring structure and requires extra effort.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. First, the proposed PD structure is presented. Then, a
brief review of the model used to calculate the IQE is discussed, and IQEs of several types of silicide
layers are compared. Then, the optical simulation method is briefly explained and the working mech-
anism for achieving perfect absorption by employing subwavelength grating structure is explained.
Numerical simulation of absorption illustrates that the critical coupling condition is satisfied for the
chosen thickness of the silicide layer. Finally, the paper is closed by the conclusion.
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of the proposed PD structure. When fabricating this structure, a
grating is firstly formed in the Si layer of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer using E-beam lithography.
Then, another SOI wafer with a p-doped Si layer (e.g., 1017 cm3 doping concentration) is wafer-
bonded to the grating layer, and the Si substrate and buried oxide layer of the wafer-bonded SOI
wafer are removed, leaving the p-doped Si as the cap layer. A thin layer of silicide with a thickness
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic view of the proposed photodetector structure, which consists of a Si grating layer (blue color) on a
SiO2 substrate, a Si cap layer (blue-color p-doped Si), and a thin silicide layer (green color). (b),(c) Schematic cross-sectional
view of the device in the xz-plane with parameter symbol definitions. In (c) the unit-cell of the grating is engineered.
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of tm is deposited on top of the p-doped Si cap layer. Finally, ohmic contacts are formed on the Si
cap layer and the silicide layer, far enough from the center of device, in order to have negligible
effect on the optical field inside the device. A schematic cross-sectional view of the PD is depicted
in Fig. 1(b). As discussed below, the grating unit-cell can be engineered as shown in Fig. 1(c), in
order to obtain perfect absorption. This shape of unit-cell has a feasible fabrication process while
it breaks the in-plane symmetry of the structure, which provides an additional set of modes to be
available to enhance the absorption as discussed below. Other shapes of unit-cell with more sections
in each unit-cell may be also possible but they can make the fabrication more challenging and are not
investigated in this work.
To evaluate the IQE of IPE based PDs, several models have been developed.12,15,23 In this paper,
we have employed the model developed in Ref. 12 to predict carriers’ emission probability from
silicide-nanolayer into the Si layer per incident photon of energy hν. Though, this model is rigorously
valid at cryogenic temperature, it has been shown experimentally that it can predict the efficiency
of the IPE-based PD at room temperature with relatively good accuracy.24,25 Based on this model,
ηi=1/hν ∫
hν
φB
P(E)dE,12 where P(E) is the probability of carriers with the energy of E overcoming
the Schottky barrier φB. According to this model, if the silicide layer thickness tm is much smaller
than the carrier scattering length lh (tm lh), the carriers experience a number of reflections from the
metal boundaries.
As shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), the variation of tm and φB can greatly affect ηi and P(E).
For different silicide layers such as PtSi, Pd2Si, CoSi2, and TaSi2, by gradually thinning down the
silicide layer from tm = lh to tm=0.013lh, P(E) increases by approximately 4, 5.3, 5.9, and 5.9 times,
respectively. This is because by decreasing the thickness of silicide layer, a number of reflections by
each hot carrier from the boundaries increases and as a result the ηi is enhanced by approximately
5, 5.8, 5.7, 5.1 times, for the respective material. Thus, to maximize the ηi, tm should be kept as thin as
practically possible to increase the carrier emission probability P(E). For the rest of paper, we choose
PtSi as the absorbing material due to its superior IQE compared to the others, while a 2-nm-thick
layer is assumed in our optical simulations which is feasible for fabrication.9,26 Although the grating
structure is designed to have maximum absorption for PtSi layer, we have redesigned the structure
for a 2nm-thick Pd2Si and TaSi2 and we manage to achieve almost 100% absorption but these results
are not reported here. For other thickness of metals, we believe that it should be possible to find a
design by scanning the possible design space. The parameters used for our calculations are the same
as in Ref. 10.
It has been well-known for a long time that the single-pass absorption efficiency of a thin
absorbing layer in air (e.g. a thin metallic layer in air) can reach 50% at most.27,28 The maximum of
50% is due to the symmetry of the field in the absorbing layer.27,28 However, one can overcome this
limit by employing the concept of coherent perfect absorption (CPA).29 In a CPA configuration, by
coherently illuminating the thin absorbing layer from both sides (using two in-phase optical beams),
a perfect absorption can be achieved, which can be interpreted also as the time-reversed phenomena
of lasing action.29,30 Instead of using coherent two-sided illumination, perfect absorption can occur
with a single-sided illumination simply by employing a perfect mirror, using the critical coupling
FIG. 2. (a) The PD IQE ηi, and (b) the probability by which a carrier of energy E can surmount the corresponding Schottky-
barrier P(E), as a function of the carrier scattering length over the silicide layer thickness lh/tm, for four different types of
silicides; PtSi(blue), Pd2Si(red), Co2Si(green), and Ta2Si(magenta).
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condition. Whenever the radiative loss of a resonator is equal to its absorption loss the critical coupling
condition is satisfied, which has been used widely in optics.27,31 For instance, it has been shown that
almost 100% absorption is possible in a resonant cavity enhanced PD, by appropriately designing
the mirror reflectivity amplitude to satisfy the critical coupling condition.32
Perfect absorption is also possible for a single-side illumination without a mirror. For instance,
in a symmetric photonic crystal membrane as a resonator by tuning the structure dimensions, light
can be totally absorbed using degenerate critical coupling, i.e. two degenerate optical modes (have
the same frequency) of opposite symmetry with respect to the reflection plane, are in critical coupled
condition simultaneously.27 More recently, it has been shown that by designing a highly asymmetric
leakage rate to a substrate and a superstrate, nearly unity absorption is possible for a resonator.33 This
was performed by breaking the symmetry of a grating structure in both vertical (the light propagation
direction) and transverse (the grating plane) directions. For an HG structure, the symmetry is already
broken in the vertical direction. Thus, by engineering the grating unit-cell, we can achieve the total
absorption. The HG structure with engineered unit-cell is more feasible for fabrication compared to
the structure suggested in Ref. 33. The unit-cell of the proposed device is shown schematically in
the Fig. 1(c). Each grating bar is divided in two asymmetric sections of 41 and 42 width, which are
separated with a distance of ∆.
The numerical results for optical absorption is based on an in-house developed simulator,21,34,35
which employs rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) method36 in combination with the scattering
matrices.37 The RCWA is also referred to as Fourier modal method (FMM). In our simulations, the
grating is assumed to be infinitely periodic in the x-direction and infinitely long in the y-direction. The
structure is designed for the transverse electric (TE) polarized light, i.e., electric field parallel to the
grating bars. Analogously, one may achieve total absorption for transverse magnetic (TM) polarized
light by changing structure dimensions. For simplicity, it is assumed that Si and SiO2 are lossless and
non-dispersive with refractive indices of 3.48 and 1.48 respectively, which is a good approximation in
the wavelength range of our interest. It should be noted that the free carrier absorption of the p-doped
Si at 1.55 µm wavelength is negligible (the absorption coefficient is 0.84 1/cm38).
In our design, we kept the ratios 41/Λ=0.15, 42/Λ=0.35 and ∆/Λ=0.125 constant, and varied the
Λ, tc, and tg in the possible ranges to find a design with 100% absorption at our target wavelength
of 1.55 µm. The period Λ is varied in a range, for which only 0-th diffraction order is propagating
in the substrate and superstrate regions at normal incident. The values of wi and ∆ are chosen to
make grating fabrication feasible while breaking the symmetry of the grating unit-cell. However,
they can be chosen differently while it is still possible to obtain the perfect absorption. The reflection
R, transmission T and absorption A(=1-R-T ) spectra of a possible design is shown in Fig. 3(a). The
absorption reaches 99.9% at wavelength of 1.55 µm, which results in external quantum efficiency
and responsivity of approximately 60% and 0.75 A/W, respectively. Furthermore, the absorption is
larger than 50% in a 37-nm bandwidth due to the existence of a second mode in the 1.55 µm region.
FIG. 3. (a) The absorption A(blue), reflection R(red), and transmission T (green) spectra of a designed structure excited by a
normal-incident TE polarized plane-wave (in percentage). The device dimension symbols are defined in Fig. 1(c), and have
values of 41=150.8 nm, 42=377 nm, ∆=125.7 nm, tm=2 nm, tc=302 nm, tg=390 nm, andΛ=1005 nm. The absorption reaches
99.9% at 1.55 µm wavelength. (b) The normalized electric field (Ey) of the structure at 1.55 µm wavelength.
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The nature of the peak in spectra is a guided-mode resonance which is well-known phenomena for
the grating structures.19,20,39 A normalized electric field profile at the total absorption wavelength is
shown in Fig. 3(b).
In order to further analyze the device, we investigate the structure optical modes using the quasi-
normal mode (QNM) picture as explained in Ref. 34. In the QNM picture, the optical system is
viewed as an open system with only outward emission. In this work, in case that the loss in the metal
is absent, there are two optical modes close to the wavelength of interest with resonance wavelengths
of λ1=1543.6 and λ2=1554 nm and corresponding radiative Q-factor of Q1,r=589 and Q2,r=220. By
including the loss, the resonance wavelengths barely change but their Q-factor drop to Q1,t=145
and Q2,r=112, respectively, which include both radiative and non-radiative losses. The non-radiative
Q-factor values can be estimated using the well-known relationship of 1/Qi ,t=1/Qi ,r + 1/Qi ,nr , i=1,2
as Q1,nr=192 and Q1,r=228, respectively for two modes. For a single optical mode, using the coupled
mode theory (CMT) the absorption is determined from the expression:27
A(ω)=
2γrγnr
(ω − ω0)2 + (γr + γnr)2
, (1)
where ω0 is the resonance wavelength and γr and γnr are radiative and non-radiative losses, respec-
tively and obtained as γr=ω0/Qr and γnr=ω0/Qnr . If there are two modes which are spectrally close
to each other while they have negligible coupling, for instance due to the different symmetry as in
Ref. 27, the total absorption can be obtained by summing up the individual absorption obtained from
the above expression as shown in the Appendix. However, for the present case, this assumption breaks
down due to a strong coupling between two modes. We have confirmed that the absorption peak from
CMT with no inter-mode coupling will be 74% compared to the 99.7% of Fig. 3), which shows
the importance of inter-mode coupling. Thus, the interference effect due to the inter-mode coupling
enhances the peak absorption in this structure. Further investigation is required for modifying the
CMT to include inter-mode coupling, which will be presented elsewhere.
The absorption is maximized at the critically coupled condition, which is similar to other types
of resonant structures.27,28,33 Figure 4(a) shows the absorption as the function of imaginary part of
PtSi refractive index. Though, the imaginary part of material refractive index is not engineered here,
and it is assumed to be a given constant at a specific wavelength, this graph can provide insight for
the critically-coupled nature of the high absorption. Due to the existence of two modes and an strong
coupling between them as explained above, the critical coupling process is more complex. However
at Im{n}=4.25, which is the value used in the calculations of previous paragraph, the radiative and
non-radiative Q-factor of two modes are approximately equal, giving rise to high absorption. It should
be noted that the proposed PD structure is polarization sensitive, and the absorption for TM polarized
light is less than 10% in the similar wavelength range. Although all the spectra are obtained for a
normal-incident plane-wave, the absorption is angle dependent. Figure 4(b) illustrates the absorption
as the function of incident angle θ at a constant wavelength of 1.55 µm. The absorption slowly
decreases by increasing the angle of incidence due to the low Q-factor of the resonance. However,
more than 56% absorption is still possible at 8 degree incident angle for the wavelength of 1.55 µm,
which is sufficient for absorbing mostly a relatively small optical beam. It should be noted that by
FIG. 4. (a) The absorption A(blue), reflection R(red), and transmission T (green) for the structure of Fig. 3 at the wavelength
of 1.55 µm as a function of (a) imaginary part of PtSi refractive index Im{n}, and as (b) angle of incidence θ.
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increasing the incident angle, the resonance wavelength of peak absorption is changed to another
wavelength. This peak value drops in a much slower rate than what is plotted in Fig. 4(b).
In conclusion, we have proposed a planar, polarization-sensitive, and CMOS-compatible Si-based
IPE PD with high efficiency for communication wavelength range. By embedding a thin silicide layer
into a wavelength grating structure with an engineered unit-cell, a nearly-perfect absorption has been
achieved when the critical coupling condition is satisfied. The external quantum efficiency of 60%
is expected from theory. We believe that the proposed structure can be interesting for Si photonic
applications due to its planer and feasible fabrication process.
The authors gratefully acknowledge support from the Innovation Fund Denmark through the
HOT project (Grant No. 5106-00013B).
APPENDIX: CMT WITH INTERMODE COUPLING
In this section, a CMT formalism with inter-mode coupling is derived following the notation of
Ref. 40. For a resonator with several optical modes and multiple external ports, the CMT is written
as:
d |a〉
dt
=
(
jΩ − Γr − Γnr
)
|a〉 + DT |s+〉 , (A1a)
|s−〉=C |s+〉 + D |a〉 , (A1b)
where |s+〉, |s−〉 and |a〉 are the vectors containing the amplitude of resonator modes, the incoming
and outgoing waves, respectively, while Γr and Γnr are the matrices contain the radiative and non-
radiative loss of the optical modes, respectively. Matrices C and D are the direct path scattering,
coupling matrices, respectively, and T superscript denotes the matrix transpose operation. Due to
the energy conservation, reciprocity and time-reversal symmetry, additional constrains are obtained
between these matrices as:40
D†D= 2Γr , (A2a)
CD∗ =−D, (A2b)
where † and ∗ superscripts denote the conjugate transpose and complex conjugate, respectively.
Assuming a harmonic time dependence for the amplitudes, the system scattering matrices in the
frequency domain can be obtained by relating the output |s−〉 to the input |s+〉 waves as:
X(ω)= j(ωI −Ω) + Γr + Γnr , (A3a)
|a〉=X−1(ω)DT |s+〉 , (A3b)
|s−〉=S(ω) |s+〉= (C + DX−1DT ) |s+〉 . (A3c)
When the non-radiative loss is absent SS† = I, which corresponds to the fact that system is Hermitian,
i.e., no power loss in the system. If non-radiative loss presents, we can define a matrix A= I − SS†,
for which its components show the power loss or absorption. After sum algebra, the matrix A is
determined as:
A(ω)=D
[
X−1 + X−1,† − 2X−1Γ∗r X
−1,†]D†. (A4a)
When there is no coupling between the modes, e.g. they are separated in the frequency or have
different symmetry properties, all Ω, Γr , Γnr and X are diagonal. This makes the total absorption
as the sum of individual mode by using Eq. (1). However, if inter-mode coupling is non-negligible,
this breaks down and an interference-type absorption may be introduced. Introducing the inter-mode
coupling in CMT is not straightforward, and requires further investigation which will be presented
elsewhere.
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